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ABSTRACT

Anomaly detection algorithm based on Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) brings low detection rates due to
background training samples being contaminated by anomalous data. To solve the problem, a new method based on
SVDD with Noise Cost is proposed by introducing unbalanced data mining cost sensitive mind. This algorithm gives a
different noise cost value to each background training samples through the neighbourhood clustering and then
introduces the noise cost into SVDD to construct the SVDD hypersphere, thus making the classification interface more
compact and improving the description ability of the anomaly and background value. At the same time, the sensitivity
to the abnormal algorithm and the detection probability of the algorithm are greatly improved. Experimental results
based on simulation data show that: compared to SVDD, this algorithm greatly reduces the false alarm rate, and
improves the detection precision.
KEYWORDS
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hyperspectral imaging spectrometer provides tens to hundreds of
narrow-band (usually band-width<10nm) spectral information for each
pixel, improving the land cover classification and identification abilities.
With so many narrow-bands, hyperspectral images can distinguish
different targets’ subtle differences and this feature makes anomaly
detection in hyperspectral imagery have significance application value in
military affairs and civil use.

Based on a study, RX algorithm is a classical method for hyperspectral
image anomaly detection. But at the higher complexity of background, it
can’t reflect the background pixel data distribution, and will lead to lower
detection performance [1-5]. A researcher put forward LPD (Low
Probability Detection) algorithm which is based on spectral mixing model
[6]. LPD algorithm uses orthogonal vectors as the background spectrum in
the low-frequency space. Thus, the influence of noise is great, and its
missing rate is high [7]. In 2006, a researcher raised SVDD (Support Vector
Data Description) algorithm which is driven by data [8]. According to
research, being superior to the existing algorithms, it effectively reduces
the false alarm rate and can detect abnormal target in hyperspectral
imagery [9-11].

detection in hyperspectral images. The possible noise samples will be
given a small noise cost value, effectively reducing the impact of noise on
the data set anomaly detection [16]. Here we use neighbourhood
clustering method to determine the noise cost of training samples [17].
2. SVDD ALGORITHM BASED ON NOISE COST

The basic idea of SVDD (Amit Banerjee, 2006) is: constraining all the
samples with common characteristics to a hypersphere and looking for a
minimum closed hypersphere that can separate this class from other
classes. Anomaly detection is essentially a class issue. Set up sample set

X =  xi , = 1,

sample sets. Hypersphere including sample sets,
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where R is radius, the center of the sphere is a . Calculating minimum
hypersphere enclosed sample sets is essentially a constrained
optimization problem. On condition of all samples contained within the
constraints of the ball, find the minimum radius of the ball. Formula (1) is
as follows:

min f ( R ) = R
But in the process of SVDD sample training, all of the data points are
equally treated, which makes abnormal pixel (perhaps noise), mixed in the
algorithm training sample sensitive, and it inevitably affects the model
accuracy in Hyperspectral Anomaly Detection, resulting in detection
probability decreases [12-14]. To solve this problem, we introduce the
cost sensitive thought and define noise cost for each data [15]. Then we
put forward the SVDD algorithm based on noise cost for Anomaly

, m , xi  Rn ，where m is the number of

s.t.
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(1)
In the process of SVDD sample training, all of the data points are equally
treated. To solve this problem, we introduce the cost sensitive thought and
define noise cost for each data. Then we put forward the SVDD algorithm
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based on noise cost. In the algorithm, we introduce a noise cost  i ,

0  i  1

training sample sets is ( x1 , 1 ),...,( xi , i ),...,( xm , m ) .
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points fall on the hypersphere and these points are called Support Vector
(SV). The remaining sample points are inside the hypersphere.

Optimization objective function (1) is rewritten to formula (2):

m

min w (i , R, a ) = R 2 + C i  i s.t. || ( xi ) − a ||2  R 2 + i , i  0, i = 1, , m
i =1

(2)
Where

C is used to determine the penalty coefficient between

hypersphere volume and the number of rejected targets,

i

is relaxation

factor of building training samples in a hypersphere.
With Lagrange dual method, we transform optimization problem to dual
function maximum optimization problem whose decision variables is

( x)

Lagrange multiplier. Replace

with

X,

and then construct

Lagrange function:
m

i =1
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As SVDD anomaly detection is a partial anomaly detection algorithm, we
use Neighbourhood Clustering Segmentation method (Derong CHEN,
Liyan ZHANG, 2007) to replace the KNN method and use spectral
similarity instead of the KNN distance as the metric value.
For sample points ( xi ,

x j ) their spectral similarity can be represented

i =1

i =1

i

= i  0, i = 1,

 = i  0, = 1, , m

i

Sik , here k is the number of its nearest neighbour points. According to

xi and each pixel in the set

formula (9), the average distance between

, m ,

are Lagrange multipliers,

C

is a constant,

C i  i is

penalty term. Calculate derivatives on both sides of the

equation for

R ， a and  i

Sik

can be defined as formula (10):

d( xi , x j) = xi , x j

xi , xi

xj , x j

xi , xi

xj , x j

(9)

i =1

respectively. Make derivative 0, obtain the

di =

following equation:
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S = {x2 , x3 , x4 , x5} , S = {x7 , x8 , x9 , x10 } by formula (9).
4
1

4
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max Q ( ,  ) =  ( xi ) • ( xi )i −  i  j ( xi ) • ( x j ) s.t. 0  i  C i , i = 1, 2,..., m

（6）
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x1 and x6 , we can calculate

Take the figure 1 for example, for the points
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i

i i = 0, (

xj )

represent pixel spectrum vectors. For each sample point xi , find the set

m

i

(3)

m

3. NOISE COST MODEL BASED ON NEIGHBOURHOOD
CLUSTERING

by the cosine of spectral angle, defined as formula (9). Where ( xi ,

L ( R, a, α,  ) = R 2 − i R 2 + i − ( xi ) − a

Where α

The main difference between the SVDD algorithm and SVDD based on the
cost of noise is that the Lagrange multipliers in the dual problem have
different upper bound. The upper bound is 1 in SVDD algorithm. However,
the upper bound of Lagrange multiplier is dynamically determined by the
noise cost of each sample in SVDD based on the cost of noise.
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According KKT conditions (Ben-Hur A, Horn D, 2002); we deduce formulas
(5). From formulas (6), the original constrained optimization problem
converts to a dual problem. Mapping function inner product operation can
be
expressed
by
the
kernel
function
K ( x, y ) ，

4
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K ( x, y) =  ( x ) ,  ( y ) . We select radial basis (RBF) function as the
kernel function. Expressed as:
Figure 1: The feature space sample distribution
(7)
The problem function is rewritten to formula (8):
m

m

i =1

i , j =1

(8)
By analysing of formula (8), we can indicate that if i

xi will

fall over the hyperspheres. While

i = 0 , we call them Border Support Vector (BSV).
deduce

i = 0 and ( R2 − ( xi ) − a 2 ) = 0 .

set. As it can be predicted from Figure 2, and d1

 d6 .Based on the

assumption above, we can build a model between noise cost

max Q ( ,  ) =  K ( xi , xi )i −  i  j K ( xi , x j ) s.t. 0  i  C i , i = 1, 2,..., m

sample points

By formula (10), we obtain the average distance between the point and the

If

xi

 0 , the
satisfies

0  i  C i , we

It illustrates that these

distance d i . Define d max ,

and the

d min as the maximum and minimum values of

d i respectively. Noise cost model is defined as
  1 and f is a control parameter.

formula (15). Where

dmax = max(di | xi  X ), dmin = min(di | xi  X )
i = 1 − (1 −  )(

i

di − d min f
)
d max − d min

（14）
（15）

4. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
To validate SVDD algorithm based on noise cost performs better than
SVDD, we can demonstrate it by the following experiment.
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4.1 Emulation Data Experiment

Emulation data include background pixels and singular pixels. As shown
in Figure 2 (a), the spectrums of airport are background pixels. And in
Figure 2 (b), the spectrums of planes are abnormal pixels. Image size is
200 × 200, the number of bands to 113. Figure 3 is band 14 image of the
airport emulation data.

Figure 5: The fifth band image of AVIRIS Data

(a) Background pixel spectral curves (b) Singular pixels spectral curves
Figure 2: Spectral curves of simulation data

SVDD, LPD and SVDD algorithm based on noise cost are respectively used
to do the experiment on AVRIS. In the experiment, we select that the size
of background window is 15×15-7×7. In other word, the inner window is
7×7 and the external is 15×15. Traverse the image in the unit of seven
pixels row by row.

(a) SVDD

(b) LPD

(c) SVDD Based on
Noise Cost

Figure 6: Results of the three methods on AVIRIS data
Figure 3: 14nd band imagery of simulation data

In the experiment, we select that the size of background window is 15×157×7and kernel function parameter σ = 23 simulation data for testing.
We use both SVDD algorithm and SVDD algorithm based on noise cost to
do the experiment on the simulation data. Figure 4(a) and figure4 (b) is
the result of SVDD and SVDD algorithm based on noise cost.

The result is shown in Figure 6. From Figure 6, we conclude that
comparing to SVDD and LPD, SVDD Based on Noise Cost reduces the
influence of error samples and have a higher detection rate. However, on
the condition that the anomaly targets are relatively weak, a handful of
background pixels do not participate in the construction of training
samples. They may be erroneously detected as abnormal targets and
mainly scatter around the weak abnormal pixels.
Algorithm characteristic curve is used to describe the relationship
between detection probability Pd and false alarm probability Pf on the
condition of different detection thresholds. It provides a quantitative
analysis for the algorithm detection performance. Figure 7 is ROC curves of
the three methods.

It provides a quantitative analysis for the algorithm detection
performance. Figure 7 is ROC curves of the three methods.

SVDD
Pd
(a)SVDD

(b) SVDD Based on Noise Cost

LPD

SVDD Based on Noise-Cost

1
0.5
0

Figure 4: Results of the two methods on simulation data

false alarm probability Pf
4.2 Real Hyperspectral Images Experiment
Figure 7: ROC curves of the three methods
To further examine the effectiveness of the algorithm, we perform
experiment on 224-band AVRIS hyperspectral imagery. Its spatial
resolution is 20×20m. There are 13 abnormal targets. It is shown that band
5 and abnormal target distribution in figure 5.

In Figure 7, we can see that SVDD Based on Noise Cost not only improves
the detection probability Pd , but also reduces the false alarm probability

Pf . In addition, the classified boundaries of different hyperspheres are
more compact in the feature space. The SVDD model based on noise cost
is more sensitive to abnormal pixels. It can be concluded that SVDD Based
on Noise Cost is superior to SVDD and LPD anomaly detection algorithm.
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SVDD Algorithm brings low accuracy and detection rate. To solve this
problem, we introduce the cost-sensitive ideology and put forward SVDD
Algorithm Based on Noise Cost for Anomaly detection in hyperspectral
imagery. In the algorithm, background training samples are given different
noise-cost values. We introduce noise cost into SVDD to rebuild
hypersphere in this way. Then, perform experiment on simulation data
and real hyperspectral data AVRIS. The results show that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reduce the probability of abnormal pixel mixed into training samples
Enhance the algorithm sensitivity to abnormal pixels
Improve the hyperspectral imagery abnormality detection accuracy.
Reduce the false alarm rate.
The classified boundaries are more compact
Reduce the computation time.
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